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TMAX DX. Reset the rules
of MAX
The premium TMAX DX comes with the most luxurious
specification you'll find on any TMAX.

Cruise control and D-MODE
adjustable power modes
Electronically adjustable
windscreen
Heated grips and heated main
seat
Dedicated colours and high quality
interior finish

Whether you’re commuting or having a long fun ride, the
electronically adjustable screen lets you select the best
height in seconds – while the Cruise Control makes big
trips even more enjoyable. And 2-level D-MODE means
you can switch to the best engine mode for city or sport
riding.

530cc twin cylinder EU4 engine
with YCC-T

The specification includes a Traction Control System,
keyless system, bigger storage space and hi-tech TFT
instruments. And with its exclusive heated grips and seat,
adjustable rear suspension, My TMAX Connect and
dedicated colours, the TMAX DX doesn’t just reset the
rules of TMAX. It blows them away.

Traction Control System (TCS) and
ABS

Adjustable rear suspension
My TMAX Connect app due to
integrated GPS system
New lightweight aluminium
chassis

‘Smart Key’ ignition system and
centre stand lock
Sophisticated new TFT
instruments
Ready-connection for Dainese Dair® safety system
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MAX luxury, MAX
style

For ultimate control the TMAX DX comes
equipped with D-MODE switchable engine
running modes that gives you the choice of
city or sports performance.
The electronically adjustable screen and
heated grips and seat give a luxurious ride all
year round – while Cruise Control makes
longer rides more fun. And the TMAX Connect
system provides enhanced connectivity.
Featuring the latest dynamic design and
aluminium frame – as well as adjustable
suspension – the DX gives you everything
you’d expect from the 6th generation TMAX,
including a Traction Control System and
increased storage, together with a keyless
operation and centre stand locking system.
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Dynamic new design
TMAX comes to the streets with an even more dynamic and
forceful new look. Slanted dual LED headlights feature new
'eyelids' – while its curved LED position lights and LED taillights
with separate flashers reinforce the bold new style. A more
upswept muffler gives a sportier look – and the restyled
boomerang side motifs bear witness to the pure TMAX DNA.

D-MODE and Cruise Control
D-MODE lets you choose the best engine running mode for the
conditions – with T Mode for around town, while S Mode delivers
a sportier feeling. And for a more relaxed ride on longer cross
country trips – as well helping you keep to speed limits – the
TMAX DX model also comes with an easy to use Cruise Control
that operates above 50 km/h.

Electronically adjustable windscreen
By choosing this top of the range TMAX model you can be sure that
you have access to the very latest comfort enhancing features, such
as its electronically adjustable windscreen. Using a switch on the left
handlebar, you can adjust the height steplessly to a maximum of
135mm, enabling you to select the best screen height in seconds.

Heated grips and heated main seat
The TMAX DX is the highest specification scooter in the TMAX line, and
its sophisticated specification is designed to appeal to riders who
require first class comfort in all weather conditions. The TMAX DX’s
standard features include heated grips as well as a heated main seat
that make every journey more comfortable throughout the year.

Powerful 530cc engine
The powerful 530cc inline 2-cylinder engine with YCC-T delivers
plenty of strong torque that gives rapid acceleration away from
traffic lights and junctions – while the new carbon fibre belt drive
ensure smooth acceleration and reduced weight. Featuring a
relocated catalytic converter and new air cleaner box, the 2017
engine meets EU4 requirements.

Yamaha Chip Controlled Throttle (YCC-T)
Originally developed for Yamaha's high performance motorcycles, the
TMAX's new Yamaha Chip Controlled Throttle (YCC-T) gives you precise
control with instant throttle response. A 32-bit ECU detects your
throttle actions and adjusts the throttle valves to the ideal setting for
stronger and sportier feeling performance.
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Engine

TMAX DX

Engine type

Forward-inclined parallel 2-cylinder, liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, DOHC, 4-valves

Displacement

530,0cc

Bore x stroke

68,0 mm x 73,0 mm

Compression ratio

10:9 : 1

Maximum power

33,8 kW @ 6.750 rpm

Maximum Torque

53,0 Nm @ 5.250 rpm

Lubrication system

Dry sump

Fuel system

Fuel Injection

Ignition system

TCI

Starter system

Electric

Transmission system

V-Belt Automatic

Fuel consumption

N/A

CO2 emission

N/A

Chassis

TMAX DX

Front suspension system

Telescopic fork

Front travel

120 mm

Rear suspension system

Swingarm

Rear Travel

117 mm

Front brake

Hydraulic dual disc, Ø 267 mm

Rear brake

Hydraulic single disc, Ø 282 mm

Front tyre

120/70-15

Rear tyre

160/60-15

Dimensions

TMAX DX

Overall length

2.200 mm

Overall width

765 mm

Overall height

1,420-1,555 mm (adjustable windscreen)

Seat height

800 mm

Wheelbase

1.575 mm

Minimum ground clearance

125 mm

Wet Weight

216 kg

Fuel tank capacity

15 litres
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Price
TMAX DX

13.550,00 ден.

Cenite se informativni maloprodazni,so site vkluceni davacki do registracija I podlozni se na
promeni.Vredat do objavuvanje na novi.

Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Yamaha encourage you to ride safely and respect fellow riders and the environment. Specifications and
appearance of Yamaha products shown here are subject to change without notice and may vary according to requirements and conditions. For further details, please
consult your Yamaha dealer.
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Colours

Phantom Blue

Liquid Darkness

The Yamaha Chain of Quality
Yamaha technicians are fully trained and equipped to offer the best service and advice for your Yamaha product. For
this reason, Yamaha strongly recommends visiting an official Yamaha dealer for all your service requirements.
Yamaha Genuine Parts & Accessories are especially developed, designed and tested for our Yamaha product range.
Yamaha also recommends the use of Yamalube®, our own range of high-tech lubricants, the lifeblood of Yamaha
engines. They are developed to carry on working effectively, no matter where you ride.
Besides functional and style accessories, Yamaha offers a range of high quality, innovative riding gear designed to
keep you comfortable and protected. An extensive range of casual wear is also available. For more information go to:

www.yamaha-motor-acc.com
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